
Artist:Â Trenton Doyle HancockVenue:Â James Cohan, Grand Street and Walker Street, New YorkExhibition Title:Â Something AmericanDate: September 17 â€“ October 17, 2020Note:Â The press releases from both
locations are available here and here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of James Cohan, New YorkLink: Trenton Doyle Hancock at James
CohanThe post Trenton Doyle Hancock at James Cohan first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Troy ChewVenue:Â Parker Gallery, Los AngelesExhibition Title:Â Fuck the King&#8217;s Horses and All the
King&#8217;s MenDate: September 13 â€“ October 31, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Parker Gallery, Los
AngelesPress Release:Parker Gallery is proud to present its first solo exhibition of new paintings by Los Angeles-based artist Troy Chew.The exhibition includes a suite of three works from the artistâ€™s new Three
Crowns series, which represent exuberantly embellished gold tooth crowns, studded with diamonds and primary-colored gemstones. Three Crowns (8) is a multigenerational family portrait, featuring the artist, his father
and grandfather proudly showing off their gold fronts, framed within the outline of a tooth. Three Crowns (7) and Three Crowns (9) include portraits of celebrated Hip-hop stars flashing elaborate grills and prehistoric
jawbones revealing primitive dental hardware, a reference to the ancient practice adorning teeth with jewels in affluent communities. This juxtaposition provides a surprising social history of cosmetic dentistry.The
exhibition borrows its title (a riposte to the Humpty Dumpty nursery rhyme) from a self-portrait depicting the artist walking alone on the street at night, paintbrush and blunt in hand. The composition is illuminated in the
background by the blinding high beams and red and blue flash of a police car. Taking cues from the tradition of Western History painting, the narrative is left unfinished, allowing the viewer to draw their own conclusions
from an all-too-familiar scenario.The Invisible Man portrays the artist in grand full-figure style, painting en plein air with the Golden Gate Bridge receding across the canvas behind him. White socks pulled up below the
hem of cut-off jean shorts, his skin is transparent to the ground beneath his feet. His face blends in with the clouds, leaving only the contours of his features to reveal his identity. Taken together, the works address the
opposing desires to lay low and glow.Troy Chew (b. 1992 in Los Angeles, CA) lives and works in Los Angeles, CA. Recent solo exhibitions include WWJZD, Cushion Works, San Francisco, CA (2019) and Stunt 101,
Guerrero Gallery, San Francisco, CA (2019). Recent group exhibitons include California Winter, organized in collaboration with Hannah Hoffman at Kristina Kite Gallery, Los Angeles, CA (2019), Vanguard Revisited, San
Francisco Art Institute, San Francisco, CA (2019), Graduation, Good Mother Gallery, Oakland, CA (2019) and Black Now(here), Museum of the African Diaspora, San Francisco, CA (2018).Link: Troy Chew at Parker
GalleryThe post Troy Chew at Parker Gallery first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Sylvie FleuryVenue:Â Mehdi Chouakri, BerlinExhibition Title:Â SHAMEDate: September 11 â€“ October 31, 2020Click here
to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Mehdi Chouakri, BerlinPress Release:On the occasion of Gallery Weekend Berlin 2020 Mehdi Chouakri
is showing new works by Sylvie Fleury. After exhibitions with Charlotte Posenenske and Hans-Peter Feldmann in past years, this will be the third double presentation at both gallery spaces in Berlinâ€™s Charlottenburg
district.Since the early 1990s, the Swiss artist has been able to bring together the most diverse levels of meaning and perspectives, which cumulate in her very own cosmos of fashion, esotericism, femininity and feminism.
Fleury&#8217;s subjective approach to multi-layered themes is supported by her curiosity and openness to new motifs. Recently, for example, she added the bitmoji â€“ a digital avatar of herself â€“ to her canon which
consists of images of luxury brands, custom cars, and accessories with a defnite female connotation. The artist is regarded as a pioneer of feminist art and was a forerunner for subsequent tendencies dealing with gender
roles and emancipation.Several works from 2019 and 2020 will be on display at Fasanenplatz, which both continue Fleury&#8217;s artistic paths from the 1990s and show more recent developments in her art. In addition
to the titling installation SHAME, which deals with digital processes and identities, Fleury will show reinterpretations of works by male artists (Muddy Haim, 2019) â€“ one of the artist&#8217;s favorite themes.At
Mommsenstrasse, the gallery space is entirely taken up by a room-flling installation that combines Fleury&#8217;s interest in the fashion world with her penchant for American custom cars and their looks. Arms and hands
hanging from the walls, shimmering through car paint, evoke associations with Surrealism and are particularly reminiscent of scenes from Jean Cocteau&#8217;s La Belle et la BÃªte. In addition, crossed legs made of
lacquered fiberglass indicate their origin in the shop window, but also clearly refer to the wall works of the postmodern artist Robert Gober.In 2020 Sylvie Fleury was awarded the order of merit Chevalier des Arts et
Lettres. Currently a major piece by the artist is on display at Museum Susch in Switzerland alongside works by Belgian Pop Surrealist Evelyne Axell. Fleuryâ€™s works have recently been shown in solo exhibitions at
Kunstraum Dornbirn (2019), Istituto Svizzero, Rome (2019), Museum Villa Stuck, Munich (2016), Bass Museum of Art, Miami (2015), Schinkel Pavillon, Berlin (2007), ZKM Museum fÃ¼r Neue Kunst, Karlsruhe (2001),
MusÃ©e d&#8217;Art moderne et contemporain, Geneva (1996) and many others.Link: Sylvie Fleury at Mehdi ChouakriThe post Sylvie Fleury at Mehdi Chouakri first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Paul
Mpagi SepuyaVenue:Â Peter Kilchmann, ZÃ¼richDate: September 12 â€“ October 17, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of
the artist and Peter Kilchmann, ZÃ¼richPress Release:Galerie Peter Kilchmann is pleased to present a solo exhibition with American artist Paul Mpagi Sepuya in collaboration with Vielmetter Los Angeles Projects. The
exhibition is comprised of works made between 2017 and 2018 from a range of ongoing projects. From early photographs set in his bedroom to long-term bodies of work grounded in the photographerâ€™s studio,
Sepuyaâ€™s practice is oriented around photographic portraitureâ€™s relationships and dynamics, its settings and materials. The camera and artist are not always visible but always implied, referring back to the
self-reflexivity inherent in Sepuyaâ€™s practice and the positions and gestures of looking, being seen, and creating scenes that disregard the viewer and emphasize the making, and makers, of a picture.The figures
alongside Sepuya are friends, fellow photographers, and others from an intimate circle; those with whom a close connection forms an essential foundation and shared motivation. Out of this personal network of
relationships, the handling of the camera in works like Darkroom Mirror (_1000470) highlights the poetic interplay between Sepuya and a fellow artist. Entangling the technical elements and essential conditions of
portraiture, the Darkroom Mirror works negotiate shifting roles of artist and subject and play on the overlapping language of the dark room and darkroom, linking photographic sites and sites of queer socialization and
sexuality.In A Ground (0X5A7595) and Drop Scene, a Sitting for Clifford (0X5A1081), Sepuya pulls back (or cuts through) the curtain, revealing the construction of the image within the studio space, focussing our attention
on the photographic tools and collapsing the distance between the image and the making- of-the-image. The photographic apparatus, positioned between the planes of the mirror and the curtain or wall reflected in the
mirror, captures both reflected space and real, present space; the surface of the mirror, made evident by the bodily traces thrown into relief by blackness. The black curtain provides a material extension of the body and an
abstraction of blackness &#8211; as a condition and position &#8211; that makes visible latent traces otherwise obliterated by whiteness. A traditional element of the portrait studio, the black curtain is often just a
backdrop, a marginal subject; Sepuyaâ€™s works acknowledge the fundamental position of blackness as material, or blackness and darkness as a location from which and into which to look.The material elements
making up Mirror Study (0X5A7387) &#8211; the artistâ€™s hands, fragments of test prints collaged to the mirrorâ€™s surface, the partially obscured camera-tripod figure &#8211; call into question surface, depth and
the connection between the camera lens and the mirror, playing with flatness as a means of compressing and extending the spatial and temporal intervals within the studio. In this work as in several others, printed images
on the floors, walls, and mirrors highlight not only how images are made, but also how they are seen and circulated outside the studio. Whether in more classical portraits such as A Portrait (0X5A1469) or the triptych
Exposure (_2160212, _2160194, _2160196) (see invitation card, detail), Sepuyaâ€™s images focus inward on the motifs and conditions specific to his practice while also gesturing outward to structures and mechanics of
portraiture, photography, and queer sociality. Conversing about and around pictures, Sepuya approaches photography as inseparable from the productive desire that structures queerness.Paul Mpagi Sepuya (b. 1982,
San Bernardino, CA) lives and works in Los Angeles. His work is in the collections of The Museum of Modern Art, the Whitney and Guggenheim Museums, The Studio Museum in Harlem, The Getty Museum and MOCA
Los Angeles, among others. His work has been reviewed in the New Yorker, the New York Times, Art in America, and he was featured on the cover of Artforumâ€™s March 2019 issue. Sepuya has been in recent group
exhibitions at the Barbican, London (2020); Whitney Museum, New York; Guggenheim Museum, New York, and the Getty Museum, Los Angeles (all 2019); Museum of Modern Art, New York; Museum of Contemporary
Art, Chicago (both 2018); New Museum, New York (2017); and many more. A survey of work from 2008 &#8211; 2018 was presented at CAM St. Louis and University of Houston Blaffer Art Museum, accompanied by a
monograph published by CAM St. Louis and Aperture Foundation. He is Acting Associate Professor in Media Arts at the University of California San Diego.The exhibition will open simultaneously with Zurich Art
Weekend.Link: Paul Mpagi Sepuya at Peter KilchmannThe post Paul Mpagi Sepuya at Peter Kilchmann first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.In case you&#8217;d like to spend a while absorbed in the universe of a
single artist&#8217;s practice, you might like to visitÂ Contemporary Art Quarterly, where we publish deep archives of the work of individual artists.This week, we&#8217;re featuring the archive of Jos de Gruyter &amp;
Harald Thys, where you can find documentation of 46 projects by the Belgian artists.The post Contemporary Art Quarterly: Jos de Gruyter & Harald Thys first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Kayode
OjoVenue:Â Martos, New YorkExhibition Title:Â The AviatorDate: September 15 â€“ October 25, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images
courtesy of Martos Gallery, New YorkPress Release:A great tale often carries two arcs to the story: one where everything goes right, and the other where everything goes wrong. Such is the storyline for Martin
Scorseseâ€™s 2004 biopic The Aviator,Â and for Kayode Ojoâ€™s second exhibition with Martos Gallery. For this exhibition, Ojo considers the value of both successes and failures, the ones we see and the ones we
donâ€™t see.The exhibition features new sculpture-as-installation. For The Aviator, Ojo maintains a sense of servitude of â€œthe objectâ€• but here, it is both as single compositions and in serial repetition. What
happens when you uncover the life of an object in stages? Scant moments of opulence shine throughout the space and richness is revealed in the clarity of things and it all somehow feels part of a prolific moment.With
this new body of work, Ojo has written a tale considering what we can see versus what remains invisible to the naked eye, the transparent versus the opaque. Combining rigid forms with delicate arrangements and seria
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